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In order to check our enthusiasm and presence of mind, the session started with a game.  All 

the students were asked to stand in a circle and pass on the claps from one person to another 

saying a particular word with an eye contact to that person. Later on, we were asked to tell our 

individual stories for a duration of minute and a half.  

Mr. Nitten Mahadik trained us for public speaking by explaining us the 3 key aspects which 

are body language, words and voice modulation to improve our fluency in speech. The main 

aspect in delivering a fluent speech is body language. He demonstrated us how body language 

can affect in winning the attention of audience. The second most important aspect is the voice 

modulation. He made us practice all the Devanagari alphabets with jaw movements in loud and 

twisted tongue twisters. It was indeed fun and refreshing to do those activities. He briefed the 

students with the key and the auxiliary aspects of public speaking, demonstrating how good 

story telling can be and how it can be used to change lives on a bigger perspective. 

Mr. Nitten Mahadik made us realize that how bringing a story character into real life and 

enacting it can dramatically change the story telling and its massive impacts on the audience.  

The story becomes all the more meaningful when the audience feels connected and thoroughly 



engaged. The session ended with all the participants narrating another story, but this time using 

all the key factors which we learnt throughout the workshop. 

In this workshop the students demonstrated the ability to communicate in personal and 

professional contexts among diverse and varied audience. We learnt the art of fluent 

communication in synchronization with body language. Altogether this workshop was 

impactful, fun and overwhelmingly refreshing which turned out to be a stress reliever and a 

much needed break from the daily academics. 

 





 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


